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St. John School News
A Message from the Principal:
"Be devoted to one another in brotherly love. Honor one another above yourselves." Romans 12:10
What does it mean to love unconditionally? The
best part of the Christmas season is the
cheerfulness in the air.
Everyone has more
patience and words expressed seem happier and
kinder.
Then with January people seem to lose their good
cheer. Tempers start to rise, voices seem harsh,
and brotherly love is not as evident as in
December. How do we keep the love we feel in
December happening in January?
Well, February arrives and we find ourselves
thinking of love again. Love between husband and
wife, between parent and child or just between
friends. The bible is full of wonderful examples
of love, especially Romans 12.
In Romans 12 Paul explains to us how to lead a
Christian life.
Our bodies are to be living
sacrifices for God and that we need to do good
works by sharing the gifts God has blessed us
with. Paul then speaks about love. That no
matter the situation, we need to speak lovingly

regardless of the situation. When we do this
love will grow and mature in the way God
wants.
So no matter where you are, whether at home
with your children, grandchildren, family, when
you are dealing with a dispute at work or maybe
the customer ahead of you at Wal-Mart with a
full cart in the express lane, remember to show
love at all times. The Lord will help you do that!
God asks that we love and honor one
another above ourselves. So this February, I
challenge each of you to show others the
blessing of love that God has given to you! This
won’t always be easy, but open your heart to
love – to your family, friends, co-workers and
strangers you might meet! Do as Roman 12:13
says, “Share with the Lord’s people who are in
need. Practice hospitality.” Make this love your
priority and continue it pass February!
Fully rejoice in Christ this year!

Mrs. Kosmerchock, Principal

Classroom News
Mrs. Debbie Wagner - PreK
As we jump into the second half of the school
year, the students in the 4-year-old preschool class
are mastering skills that they will need for
kindergarten next year. As we have enjoyed
being inventors in our “Imagine It, Make It” study,
we will wrap this up unit in mid-February and will
begin our theme on “Growing Up Healthy.” We
want our children to be happy, healthy, and safe.
Today’s children face unprecedented health
challenges. This unit focuses on helping children
and their families stay healthy, practice good
nutrition, and participate in physical activities, and
develop safety “savvinesss!” The social-emotional
focus is on self-awareness. As children learn more

about themselves, they are empowered - the Big
Idea, “I know how to be healthy” expresses what
they can do to stay well & safe. For Jesus time, we
will focus on friendship and the welcoming, kind,
and forgiving feelings that friends share. Because
of Valentine’s Day, children will often be thinking of
their friends, but we also focus on our very best
friend, Jesus. Our bible stories will include, “Jesus
Blesses the Children,” “Mary & Martha,” “
Zacchaeus,” and “The Ten Lepers.”

Mrs. Cavin – 3 Year Old
We are excited to learn all about the life of our
amazing Savior, Jesus Christ, as we begin our
journey through the New Testament during Jesus
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time. We know that Jesus did not stay that little
baby in Bethlehem, but grew and did wondrous
miracles. We cannot wait to learn about all of the
things that he did as a man. We have been doing
some pretty cool things too, as we learn about
simple machines and building through our
Construction Zone unit. We have been building
ramps, working with gears, and measuring
things. We are looking forward to building paper
snowmen and measuring ourselves.

Kindergarten Happenings - Mrs. Stottlemyer
January was a fast month! We had a blast during
National Lutheran Schools Week. It is awesome to
be able to celebrate going to a school where we not
only learn the academics that will follow us the rest
of our lives, but also learn about the love of God
which will carry us past this life. Speaking of love,
Valentine’s is always and exciting time in the
kindergarten classroom. Learning with hearts and
candy always makes the day a bit more fun
(especially if you are learning about subtraction and
there is chocolate involved!). However, my
personal favorite day in February is Groundhog’s
Day. Who can’t resist the world’s cutest
meteorologist! (Even if he is a little off!)

First Grade News - Mrs. Jan McGhee
Where’s the snow? Many of our January art
projects did center on snow. Good thing we were
creative in creating the illusion of snow! The girls
have been buzzing for joy over getting to attend the
Princess Ball. The boys have been buzzing for joy
that they did not have to attend the Princess Ball.
Snicker snicker! February keeps the candy flowing
with Valentine’s treats. The fun of writing out cards
and delivering them to friends and staff always
drums up excitement. February is always a magical
time with reading progress. We continue to take
the STAR Math and Reading tests on the
CromeBooks. The students have also become
quite good with comprehension on the Accelerated
Reading tests.
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transition time sometimes, but our class has done
well getting right back into the swing of the class
routines. One of our first writing projects was
making New Year’s goals for home and school. It
was so sweet to see how many students set goals
of helping siblings or being friendly and kind to
others. The best part is watching them put true
effort into those goals, which I see when they are
on the playground or working together on a difficult
task. In math we have been working hard on
mastering three-digit subtraction with borrowing,
and everyone is excited to start four digit numbers
soon. Another exciting change coming over the
next month will be writing assignments in cursive,
as we have just finished learning all the cursive
letters.

Third Grade - Mrs. Tiffany Scheurich
January was a very busy month in third grade! We
have been working on an independent study project
in social studies. We heard from “experts” on the
countries of China and Venezuela. Students then
selected a country and researched the culture of
that country and presented it to the class. In
science, we have been studying natural resources
and the effects of pollution the environment. We
completed an experiment on how dirty water affects
plant growth and weighed how much paper we
throw away in 3 weeks time! Check Class Dojo to
see pictures of us in action during social studies
and science! In math, we are moving forward with
multiplication. We will be moving into a chapter on
writing algebraic equations and solving them.
Students are doing great with their multiplication
facts! Keep practicing! In reading, we worked on
how to read non-fiction texts. We are focusing on
main idea and detail. We recently finished writing a
fantasy story about Thanksgiving in writing class
and have started a unit on poetry. We will be
writing Acrostic poems and Haiku’s before moving
into expository writing. Finally, in religion, we have
been learning about prayer and how God responds
to them.

Fourth Grade - Miss Carli Rossow
Second Grade News - Mrs. Cheryl Yoder
We are always so busy in January! Coming back
from break and family celebrations can be a tough

If you stopped by, you might have to ask where in
history is 4th grade? No joking… We could be
settling the frontier right here in Ohio, traveling by
Conestoga wagons, traveling down new roads, or
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even building canals. Then again, we might be
somewhere in Ancient Camelot or the Middle Ages
reading some historic fiction. Perhaps we’ve
returned to the present and am working on division,
fractions, or even verbs. Then again, we could be
wandering around in Israel with David, Solomon, or
Elijah learning about God’s faithfulness to His
people. Hmm… someone seems to be using a lot
of transitional words today along with colorful
adjectives, specific nouns, clarified pronouns, and
action verbs. Meanwhile, we’re ready to finish our
class project for the Evening with Friends. Anyone
want to play some corn hole? On the other hand,
what are we comparing and contrasting as we write
our essays? One thing is for sure; we’re working
on sentence fluency, choosing the “right” words,
adding a little voice with some spice, and as always
conventions. On the whole, we’re busy experience
life both now and in the past as we look to the
future. What will we do next?

Ms. Santo – Science & Math
6th graders are exploring positive and negative
numbers and how to graph them on a number line.
5th graders are working with decimals (multiplying
and dividing) and will be moving into fractions. 7th
graders are exploring algebra with expressions and
equations. 4th and 5th graders have entered into
biology with the basics in how living things interact
with their environments. They will learn about
adaptations. 7th and 8th graders will also be
learning about ecosystems and living things. They
will be learning about how energy is passed
through an ecosystem (food chains and food
webs).

Fifth Grade – Miss Mews
5th/6th/7th Reading – Roses are red, violets are
blue, poems are fun, and school is too! Just ask the
7th grade students how their poetry unit is going
and they'll show you their booklet! The 5th and 6th
grade students are looking into fact and opinion
statements, while also learning the structure of
writing an essay. Students have also been working
on their typing skills, along with learning other
Google applications. We haven't forgotten our love
for reading though! Here's to getting everyone to
their AR goal for a pizza party!
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Seventh & Eighth Grade – Mrs. Phillips
Who knew geometry would be this difficult?
We’ve been slowly going through the geometry unit
by solving proofs, the Pythagorean theorem, and
transformations. It’s a slow process, but we’ve been
making progress. In 7th/8th social studies, we’ve
finished learning about the American Revolution.
We used our humor to create a meme about it all.
We had a lot of laughs! We learned how passionate
the American Patriots were for their freedom. In
5th/6th social studies, we finished learning about
the early European explorers coming to the
Americas. We each chose an explorer and did
research on them. In literature, we’re reading a lot
of sci-fi books (humans vs. machines) and focusing
on the question, “Can all conflicts be resolved?”

5th Annual Cupcake
Wars Planned
February 22, 2020

Do you like to bake? Are you
creative? Like a challenge?
Get ready to participate in St. John Lutheran
School’s 5th Annual Cupcake Wars! Everyone
is welcome! So gather your friends, your
family members, your neighbors and start
planning your winning cupcake!
Preregistration is required! The cost is $20.00
per entry. Registration form is online at
stjohntigers.com on the home page.
I can’t wait to be WOWed! Mrs. Kosmerchock

ALL PROCEEDS WILL BE USED TO
PURCHASE SCHOOL SUPPLIES FOR
ALL SJL STUDENTS NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR!
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